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Comparing Styli:_stir. 14-7rits of Z.--rim Medical Journals:

A Emploratio= Fact:rmsLof

Im_undertaktz;g.thisie=c-, ..th=a-Ee goals- First, I had

head that .the tish Medicar -Taurnal pr- artiCles that reputedly

are easier to reIcCL than those Tle American .Journal cf Medicine prints.

I wanted to haveFsVeral. p4opIe read sampl,s from these journals and

decide whether tie B=Atisth mr .American set seemed easier. Second, I

wanted to analyz the samples in detail and try to ±ind stylistic traits

that might accou-vJ fro.:o.0=kztR%-em readielms derided. And. third, I hoped

my analysis woutd sr3mm.111nte ineiteri to test whet.Aer each of these

traits does indeed funct3= as A factor of complexity expository prose.

Once sur..h experiments we shm=LE know -xce about what plaices

one passage easier cc rqqAir :lam ancitter

Most of my respoitteats-razed. th BritAtC samples -aasier. I think ,-

can begin to explain judtftamts, usioll&-come styI±=tic traits that

any researchers have cromEtliererE twl.lrtant,as factors of complexity but

also some that few have _51.)A:21$-red to consie-r- And the apparent sign-

ificance of the latter ± pro ect suggests that they =ight be among

the more important factors..

My first task was z-o dee_Lie how/ many Atmples I should use and how

long they should be. If tb.e.yrwery to be at all represent live and if

II were to avoid having one Gr two 41 them unduly influence my readers'

judgments on a journal, I woul4: hate to use many long sampLes. However,

if confronted by many long passuge, people might refuse to participate

or read too quickly and superi=i-r-ia..71y. Also, if I had to analyze many

long samples, I would be far mmpre :Ikely to overlook possible factors
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of complexity. With all tiils in mind, I decided to seek seven to ten

sP,,-...rrles from Bach journal,-ea4 about 100 words long .
1

After this decision, I had to make four others about the nature of

my samples. First, since some mecil.cal_ expriments are probably more

dil-Z-1-icult to unde.Stand than others and since it is difficult to

determine what effect there would be 'on a reader's cognition if most of

the samples from one journal but none or few of those from the other

shared subject matters, I decided to select samples only from articles

dealing with similar experiments. While scanning the table of contents

in several issues of each journal, I realized that I had the best\chance

of finding seven to ten articles from each-on relatively closely related

projeCts if I looked for those that dealt with some cause or treatment,

for hypertension. Accordingly, I started \ with the most recent issues

of each journal, moved to progressively older ones, and eventually found

nine articles from 'each on hypertension. I used no article more than

three years old.

Second, I decided. that my test would be most valid if all the samples

were identical in the section of the article I took them from. Only then

would they be somewhat similar in general purpose. Since doctors are

often forced to choke their styles with numerical. figures and seem to

follow established patterns in writing both the methods and materials

section and the results section, I decided to avoid them. And since I

thought it would be more revealing..to use samples from the Section'in

which doctors describe what actually happened in their own experiments

rather than from the section in which they/hypotheSize about what might

happen in their experiments or report what haPpehed in others', I deCided

to skip introductions and look in discussjiOn section's.



Third, I decided that each of my samples should be one complete

paragraph. We 'do- not know enough about how a. paragraph's 6-true:tura

in itFelf affects cognition, but.IJelt that a sample made up of a

.partial paragraph or one or more complete paragraphs and a part of..-,+1, 2h Jr

might raise issues that are not clarified as fully as they would ti.:.,zyliaS4.y

.be in a sample made up. of one complete-paragraph. Moreover, I thoillOht

that a sample made up of two or' More compl(Ite paragraphs might dealt.

with more somewhat unrelated issues than a sample made up of one

Therefore, I avoided partial .or .multiple paragraph.s.

-
Fourth, I decided to use as many pairs of paragraphs that beg .

discussionsections as possible and then to_resort to pairs from=mou--
t

matching positions in the sections' interiors. Ideally, all the -04rg7;

would be made up of; ox_ -all would be made up :7:

concluding paragraphs, orosome would be-made up of beginning and. .7---,khm

concluding paragraphs. Then we could consider them somewhat simikir

in rhetorical functions and amounts of old, new, and partially de -e

information. But I found only four beginning paragraphs in each .a1

that were approximately ..100 words long. ,And none of the concludi=7

paragraphs was close at all. Therefore; I had to accept pairs from

interiors.

When I was finished pairing paragraphs, I had four pairs of _li-

ning and live pairs of interior paragraphs. NO.member of apair _LE-1 ered

from the other by More than seven words; the mean difference bet:i

members was 3.77Ywords- The .British paragraphs totalled 1000 W07:::5

the American added up to 988.

To ensure that style of type or length of line would. not affect

my readers' judgments, I typed the British paragraphs-on trho sheets d

standard :typing paper and the American paragraphs on two sheets, all in



lines almost 717o have enough sheets for all my readers,

I s-impL7 theL-:.-41.-- -aro ensure that their judgments- wduld not

be stewata in 7slanples they read firs.t -c-r second, I had half

of them read -7,--7-agraphs first and the o=hte.7.7- half read, them

second. or a aas-,an., I numbered the p._ragt--ap s randomly for

each r -so = as =c 1.-r-;.e of thein readthem in the sa-.n. order

TWo- peo_ple react c1 to the agra=3-Iiii, One group

coneisteL' nf had had Litt or no pria-7.- expc

reada-ng l4-ur-7sa_s. The other cons.:Lsted of ten p..op1,- o had.
.

read. ion r .
2.

3
Furtham:, each of these grotrps intothree 1-2.,--ulevtion.s.

I showed 4uestt---LT,n to a number of :rFebp.le from eactrr_1:- rotrp before.

they read -the er -q of raaragraphs once. On it, I asked =Them to indicate

whether the_ set :matey first was easier to read than the set they
--

read secarcE whether t.ai_E. set they read second was easier to read than

the one birey first, or whether they felt there ass really no
percept. a difference between the two in ease of

I tire same s_hzeat for second population o each-main group.

However,. t.--:ese readers lid not see it until al-Ler th_e, had read the sets.

Since tat had. to rely on their memories while judginz, I assumed any

differe=cr-c-7--_-.they. cited had to-be quite clear to them._

Af=ter a gird Tpnpulation had read the sets once., I asked them to

write co-ma-e:,-1'tz on any differences,_ or similarities bestuiften the .styles

of the two. Since they read and, commented without .bei-r,m stimulated to-

think about r%_eadability, I believed;that any. of them said one set

was harder or easier than the other must have felt it as much harder or

easier.

6\
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Of the L9 total readers, amly five indtrAted in same way that they

thought the American paragrspqrs were easier T= read. The othm7.7 14 all

indicated in some way that 7--Lifaey thought the British paragraphs -;;,k-erze

easier. -In only one. of the populatlns,--the non-medical 7T.,zders

who saw the questimn sheet a.±-7n.ar readingLid the number of r-safa-ers

preferring the 1.1/Le-mican par.----;.r:ephs exceed tie number favoring ±le British.

And in this-: caste, there Was: ,-17,-11-77; one more :reader who favored.

We certain =: f fic lent m-e,:,---z:fon to expect to find objective atyh.stic

ttraits the British V'.;13z.=taphs easier to read.
4

Tryim= f±nd these, -how,eAr.r, is. difficult. In the first place,

not all of'77.he readers rated the,A3ritish paragraphs easier.: Thus we

cannot Lally expect they will be easier than the American

in every -way. Nor ca 74e expect that all possible factors of

complexit will occur much le- -
often or extensively in them than in the

American.. This is especially _rue because of my relatively small sample

sizes. laz,---ortumately, trying; t.o determine when such differences in

number of z,ccurrences are copaltively significant is impossible at this

time.

Perhaps even more importantly, we are not aware of all factors of

complexity for expository prose. And we cannot say exactly how the

f actors we do know of might interact within a passage or how they rank

in terms. of the difficulty they. bring to a text. Finally, we cannot be

certain how the memory of one extremely easy or difficult sentence affects

a person's judgment on the ,readability of a paragraph or-',.how the memory

of one extremely easy or difficult paragraph affects/his judgment on the

readability of a set of paragraphs. TherefOre, we Will have to view any

explanations for the greater readability of the British paragraphs as
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somewhat tentative.

But' we can begin to explain, tabulating and =paring how frequently

proven and intuited factOrs,of complexity occur in a.ch set, and trusting

that future experiments will justify these intultimas- Hoping for as

-much clarity as poasible, I will discuss the traits T believe make. the

British paragraphs harder in one place and the .trams I think :make. them

easier in another.. /

But before we: see in what ways the British pa=mrenhs are probably

harder than the American, we should note: briefly in several respects,

each of which is probably important in readability sztdies, the two
3

sets are strikingly similar. The average length of the orthographic

sentences in the British paragraphs is almost identical to that of the

orthographic sentences in the.American paragraphs. But averages can be

deceptive The average length of one sentence 50 words long and another

10 words long, for example, is identical .to that of two sentences 30.

words long, Therefore, I decided to count the number of sentences in

each set that are 20-25 words long, 26-29 words long, 30 -39 words long,

and over 40 words long. The numbers for each of these lengths in the

sets are almost the sane. Further, the average number of clauses pet

sentence in the British paragraphs is identical to the number in the

American. Again, however, I sought a more realistic view. In each set

I counted the number of sentences with three clauses, _with four clauses,

and with five clauses. Again, the numbers for each classification are

almost identical.

Additionally, I looked closely at the number and nature of the

divisions between constituents in the sentences. I learned that on the

average in the sets there are almost the same number of word's between the



main word of the sm=je--_-= and the main word of the verb in all the main

clauSes,.. I also laarm:aA that the writers of the British paragraphs

introduce another -.:,..a=t.rverb-object group between a subject and its

verb in any type. of L,Emmse--for example, by using a relative clause;- -

exactly as often -±E.±-_e17,-riters of the American. paragraphs do. When I

narrowed my focus to. objects, I discovered that, excluding the subjects

of verbs. in the p-,--.7-ve voice, the two sets are identical in the number '-

of grammatical subl-iects that are not the agents of the actions underlying

the sentences they ,occmr in. Also, I saw that the two sets are almost

identical in the nmmlbers.ofpronouns that serve as subjects, each of

which refeis.to thameaning of the entire preceding sentence,. When I

narrowed my focus tm complements, I saw that the main words Of the

complements in both sets are post-modified almost equally often and with (

strings of words similar in length.

Finally, I examined the sets from a rhetorical perspective. I

checked how often. the doctors use short strings of metadiscourse to-show

a connection between two sentences or an :attitude toward forthcoming., .

information; how often they use longer strings of metadiscourse only

to comment on the primary discourse; how often the topics in their

sentences coincide with the subjects of either main or noun clauses;

and how often their sentence stresses include a verb plus predicate

noun, a:Iverb plus predicate adjective; or a verb plus direct object

rather than just a verb pluS prepositional phrase. I found very little

difference between the sets in these four respects.

NOw we can discuss six specific ways in.which the British paragraphs

seem harder than the Atherican. 6 I stress that I am not trying to examine

interactions between possible factors of complexity. If we consider
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each of the following. by itself, we can probably say that each makes

the British paragraphs harder than the .American.

First, I checked how often the doctors.use orienters to times and

appropriate situations to13egin sentences. When they. begin sentences

with such phrases as "In case I," "In the other two patients," or In

1939," it is likely that we move through their paragraphs with gteater

ease and clarity. If this is true, the British paragraphs should be

harder since their Writers use only fuur such orienters while the writers

of tfie American paragraphs use 11._

Second, in each set I checked how often the doctors post-qualify

nouns with strings of prepositional phras\es, the last of which has a

nominalization for its objeCt. Occasionally, for example, they use

such constructions as The time rom the onset of symptoms to the diazoxide,
7

treatment. . ." (O'Brien and ottrrs). The more frequently they use

such constructions and'the more prepositional phrases they string together,

the longer we have to wait to ascertain the meanings of particular nouns.

Since many of these nouns function as grammatical subjects or objects,

this is particularly important. The difference between the two sets in

' this respect is not large, but perhaps it is cognitively significant.

The British paragraphs have five of these constructions, two of which

have two prepositional phrases, two of which, have three prepositional

phrases, andone of whil.h has fourlprepositional phrases; The American

paragraphs contain only two such constructions, both of which have three

prepositional phrases.

Next, I tried to determine how often the grammatical subject and

verb in any kind of clauSe actually obscure the real-world agent and

action. For instance. in One of the British paI ragraphs I found .this



sentence: "The evidence summarized here suggests that a full-scale

trial would be scientifically and ethically justified and administratively

feasible" (Medical Reizearch Council Working Party on Mild to Moderate

Hypertensi-o-n-Ohviously, the grammatical subject of the main cla..se

is evidence,-and the grammatical verb is suggests. In reality, however,

the agents are people who act by inferring. Since we read in terms-of

agents, actions, and goals; constructions that obscure these might add

a measure of difficulty. to passages they occur in. If so, the British
_ -

-paragraphs would be harder, since they contain 11 pairs of obscuring

subjects and verbs and the \American contain only five.
. -

After I had counted these pairs, I realized that I-should-check
,__.

how many of the grammatical Stbjects in any kind of clause refer to
\'

\

persons. Since people are concrete and since we readily associate them

with the agenci6s of actions, I suspect that the more frequently words
)

referring to them act as grammatical' subjects of clauses, the more. easily

- -

we would proceSs those clauses. In all the British clauses,.only eight

subjects refer to persons; in'all the American clatses, 15 do.
\ .

While I was looking at the subjects of all the clauses, I dis-.

covered that the British subjects are post-modified 29 times, with

strings averaging 6.03 words in length. On the other hand,, American

subjects are post-modified only 22 times, with. strings averaging 6

words. We have ulready noted that one of the ways the doctors post-

modify subjects is to use prepositional phrases. They also use parti-

cipial phrases and relative clauses. Since our full recognition of

the meaning of subjects is delayed seven more times in the British

paragraphs, they are probably somewhat more difficult in this respect
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Finally, I calculated the average-length-in words of the full topics

in :both sets. Doing this is probably important in readability studies

since we must recognize what the rest of a clause exists to comment, on

before we can "understand thaticomment. Full topics in the British .

. paragraphs average! 5.63 words; those in the American paragraphs average

4.51 words.

At this point it is important to note that the evidence suggesting

that the British paragraphs are harder than the American is not over-

whelming. - We will see that the case is different with the evidence

which suggOts that the Brtit,h paragraphs are easier.

The first of this evidence dealt with medical terms. Medical terms.

are difficult for .non - medical readers simply because they are almost
I

totally_ unfamiliar. They might be difficUlt for medical readers since

they carry. a. large amount of meaning. Thus I dc:ided to count all medical

phr::1.47. fkuch as "reflex baroreceptor dysfunction" (Ripley and others),

t.qo. or more words. In the British' set I found. 24 individual

phrase's., -:me of these are repeated, however, bringing the total to

37. In the American set, I found 76 individual phra.;;;es, with some

repeated oft\en enough to .bringthe total to 91. This means that o.f thee

. ,

\
1000 words in the British set, at least 74 are_mediCal terms; of the '

.98.8 in the AmeriCan set, on' the other-- hand, at least 182 are medical

terms. This difference must be significant.

But it is possible that doctors skim research reports. If this

is the case, medical.terms used as subjects or connected to subjects

by prepOsitional phrases might enable them to skim rapidly. The doctors'.

might look for a medical term early in a clause and then glance only as.

far beyond' it as is necessary to discover what is important_about it,



To find whether the American paragraphs Might allow this kind of

skimming, I checked.how.many of their medical terms are subjects in

any clause or are connected to subjects by prepositional phrases. Only'

27 are. 'In the British paragraphs, 14 ore. Therefore, it is unlikely

tha/t the. many medical term's in the American paragraphs help doctors' skim.

11

Thek, British paragraphs' also seem easier in that in their sentences

there are fewer words before the first subject of the first main clause.

The longet:weAave to wait before, we see a sentence's first major_

7constituent, storing qualifying information all that.time, the more

difficult that sentence must be. In the Briti'sh sentences, I found.
14'

that on the average there are 2.7 words before the first ,subject of the

first main, clause, that three, of these .subjects are preceded by strings

over seven words long, and that the longest of 'these strings is nine words.

Tong. In the American set, I found that on the average there are four

words before the first. subject of .the: first main
\

clause, that seven of

these subjects are preceded by strings over oeven\words long, and that

the longest receding string 'is 23 words long..

Primarily as a result of this, the British sentences average'

fewer words,before the first lull verb in the first: main clause, I.

them,--J41- fou.,ndAiShat the average number of, words before such, verbs is 7.3,

that=nine,,40c verbs have,more than ten. words preceding them, and that

the longest, preceding string 'is 20 w.ords long..- Switching to the

American sentences, I found that the aVeragenumber of words before the

first main verb, is 94, that 17..suc:h verbs halveMore than teh,words

ahead of them, and that-the longeit preceding) string is 27 wOtde.long.

Many experiments have shown that verbs n the passive voice are

(harder to process than those in the active voice. Thus I,decided to



see how many passives each set has. In the British set I found 12;

In the America/n I found 17.;: But as Dan Slobin points out, 9 when clauses-
I

With passive verbs cannot be reversed without becoming anomalous, they

are no harder tcp.proces6,,than clyunes with active verbs. For example,

.we should have little trouble processing a clause such as "the coding

was designed to include, any blood-pressure measurement. . ." .(Heller and

Rose), since we would note consider whoever designed the coding a possiblie

.subjectof the verb. ./I found that only four of the 12 British pagSiveth
//r

are possibly reversible but that. 15 of the 17 American passives: are. In

addition', we ,must consider the British easier in another respect. In

the two sets. I occasionally found a sentence introduced by such con-
/

structions as "It has been questioned.. . (Basta). In these cases

it is impossible to ascertain who is the agent of the' action signalled

by the passive verb, Only three of the British passives are in such

constructions; eight of the American,. are.

There is substantial and increasing evidence, that' a highly nominal

style is much more difficult'to read.than a highly verbal one Looking

at the nominalizations in the two sets,we, can see that those in the

British set are probably .easier than these in. he American in many Ways.
,

- . .

At first, this statement might' to be false. ,For, there, are.more

, .

total nominalizations -in the wi3ritish paragraphs. They have 80 'hile
.--

the American have 61. However, the British paragraphs contain only 40

different ilteIvidual nominalizati
(3/

. Study' occurs 12 times, treatment

nine tiies, redUction five times, and both :change and recording four .1

times. The.American paraglaphs contain 43 dferent,individual

nomina-lizations, with findings occurring live times and cause four times..

both sets other nominalizations occur two or three times. Sinde,

14
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Many of the.'80 total British nominalizations are repeated often, they..

, r

should become more familiar and less difficult to process. Thus. it
.

c...:.,

\
. ,

.

would be erroneous to C\laim that the greater number of nominalizatiOns in

\

the British .paragraphs necessarily Make6 them harder.

This bedomes especially evident when we see how the repetitions
'

are distributed through the paragraphs. In the BriJ.ish set, eight

paragraphs have one nominalization occurring three or more times. No

American paragraph has one occurring more than twice. This suggests that

.there Might be far more linkages of Meaning'in the British paragraphs.

To test this poSsibility more objectively, I checked how many of the

repeated nominalizations in .both sets are _pants of the topids of a

paragraph I found that one nominalization .in the first British par-a=

graph is a part of threa...topics and that another-1n the second British

.paragraph is a part of three topics. None in the American paragraphs.:

is a part of any topic.

Once I was looking at how some of the nominalizations are used

.in clauses, I,thOught'I should check how many, of the total nominalizations

function as either subjects. or complements. ,
I suspect that. we process

nominalizations in a sentence more easily if they_function,as one or

0

the other of these constituents. In the British set, 22 .nominalizations

function as subjects and 15 function as complements. In the other. set,

only 12 function as subjects and only ten,function as coMplementa.
.

Another important thing to check'- about: nominali.zationss .is how

many of.theliChave prepositional phrases attached, yhrases that often-

,

refer/to the agent or object of the nominalized action. is probable

that the more such constructions .occur, the more the underlying meanings'
,: .

of/sentences are spreadoVer their surfaCO. I found, that.24 of the
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British nominalizations and 33-Of the American nominalizations have

prepositional phrases attached to them. Of these, I checked how many

are themselves the objects of a preposition. Five of the British and

13 of the American are.

But some scholars could object that at least the agents of the

actions underlying many of the American nominalizations might be

present. Realizing. this, I counted the number of nominalizations in each

set which occur with no construction indicating an agent but for which

the agent is actually obvious., For example, for such nominalizations

as treatment and study, it is obvious that doctors or researchers are

the ones doing_ the treating and studying. I discovered that for. 55

of the 57 British nominalizations of this nature the agent of the

nominalized,action is obviouS. For only 18 ofthe 30 American nom-

inalizations of, this nature is the agent obvious. Furthermore, for

27 of thbse 55 British nominalizations, it is clear that the agent, is

.the writer of the paragraph they occur in. For' 12 of those 18: American

nominalizations it is clear that the agent is the writer of the

appropriate paragraph. In such cases, the agent probably becomes even'

more concrete and identifiable for us.

Finally, to e-as objective as possible, we should see how many

nominalizations in'each set really could be made verbal. I
/ onsidered

i

medical nominalizations such as denervation unchangeable, 71 felt others

were eaalar not to change since their agents and/or objecfaLwere

L , ." /

obvious or since making them verbal would entailrepeatingpreviously
,

-,
-,_.

given Information.'- AdMittedly. these were somewhat subjer/
.

tiveljudgmants,
-

,
.-

. .

but I decided that 29 of the British and 33 of the AmeriCan noinalizations,,-.1
.11

could be changed,. Moreover, only 9, of the 29 British bult 15 of the 33

a.
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Americaa seem to dethand changlmg. Indeed,' if we could drop some

possessive ptonouns and prevasitional phrases, and change some adjectives

to adverbs, we could change ;these nominalizations without affecting the

rest of the structure of the sentences they occur in. For, instance,

we could change "the patient had an illness compatible with pulmonary

tuberculosis two years before death" (Arnett and others) to "the patient

had an illness compatible with pulmonarystuberculosis two years before

she died."

T think that this evidence is more weighty than that which suggests

that the British paragraphs are harder than the American. Yet it is

not altogether easy to believe that what we have discussed thus far

can account for the number of readers wh-o said the British paragraphs
,

are ::,.asier. To account more. adequately, we must note ,that British.

paragraphs are easier in two additional and, significant ways. These

are rarely considered in readability studies.and areapparent only when

we take a rhetorical look at the two sets.

In the first:place, the information that shouldsbe stressed'in

sentences is post-qualified by less important information less often

and extensively in the British paragraphs, Of course, we must be certain

that such.qualifying-information is not itself. the moss: important. But

consider the following sentence: This probably relates to the major

site of, granulomatous reaction, since the two .patients with -this finding

had a significant number of arterioles.with obliterated lumens on

biopsy whereas the other two had more of a reaction at theialveolar

capillary level"'(Robertson). The inf:ormattdn in the two adverbial

clauses impottant, but it is not as important as.that_1in the main

Clause. A dit. is this information that we almost forget while we
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process the two, long adverbial clauses!. Putting the two adverbials. ,

first in the sentence would place demands on our memories, but thensentence
/'

I

the sentence Would move from evidence) to a conclusion, and it would have

i I

its most important imformatiOn where
I

it should be- -last.

In the British set, I found 04 most important information in
gi

rhetorically ineffective positions-fOur times. The strings post-

qualifying these bits of information; average 11.25 words in length. In

the American set; I found the most important information\in such positions

seven times. The post-qualifying strings average '18.28 words in length.,"-

But the difference between the two sets that I-consider most

importantb3Xfar-becameapparentonlywhenI examined what I call the

web of sentence topics in ,each of tlie paragraphs. To do this., I fir/st

had to decidA. what the tonics in each paragraph are. After that, for

1 /
each paragraph.'l /Simply listed. the topics, one after the other. Then

,

.' /

I counte d how often' in paragraph a topic i not Identical. to a

preViOus topic, related to a previous topic-clOsely (for' ,example,

Q. , -

thrOugh pronoun- substitution, synonym substitution, specifitation,
, ; if.. %

Additional tharacterizatU slight qualification, or enumeration ,of
..,

members of a .Set),cor identicaL.to.ot,related to stressed information

In the pr'eviOus-sentente% ...I-- thought that the more often I. found such

.

.

topics in a paragraph, the ,more difficult thatparAgraph must be

rexaMplA, the sententAtopics in a paragrap".1 I consider,easy since'
[

finelywov':enare: "the main objectives of,,

trial, "such a trial-, ."the large.controlgroups," and "th.

between ,:the treatment and control .:groups ". (Medical Researdh/.

'. L
,.(

Council Working Party.). The'-topica in.a paragiraph'I'consider difficult'

it is hadlywoven are: sus Rained :hypertension, ": "Our, patient)"
. .



"HypertensiOn," "which" (tachycardia), "Test results of sympathetic

function requiringreflex-baroreceptor activation" "marked lability

theblood pressure with orthostatic hypotension," "the patient,"

"the sympathetic' reflexes; ' and "a decreased heart rate response to

. \

an acute increase in rterial pressure" (Ripley and others). True,

there are more topics . n the second list, but all in the first relate

'closely to each other hile only two pairs in tthe second 'do..

In the British paragraphs I .found 57 topica.. Only eight of them

are unrelated to previous topics or the immediately preceding\atress.

Three paragraphs have no unrelated topics, four have one, and er'have

two. In, the American paragraphs-I found 64 topics. 28 of them a

unrelated.: One paragraph has one unrelated topic, three have two,

two have three, one has four, one has five, and one has six.

although I 'thinkTherefore,

17

each of 'the traits I'have discussed here

should be tested.in an experiment as a single variable, none ahould Ixe:

. i n;'.

tested.aacarefully and as' soon as the web. of topics. .Since it involves
I_

units larger than words .or sentences, I. suspect it might,Prove.to be one

.

of the more important factors of complexity for expository prose.



/

_FOOTNOTES

3-Far theguidelines I used when counting wordS,- 'see the

Appendix, garagraph 1.
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2For more information on the members of these grog- _e the

Appendix, paragraphs ,2 and 3.

3 To find how many readers were in each of these pot. _tions, see

the Appendix, paragraph 4.

4'For. more information on.which readers responded in which way,

see the Appendix, paragraph 5.

5For the numerical data on all these similarities, see the

Appendix, paragraphs 6, 7, and .8.

6For information on four less significant ways in which the

Britislaragraphs seem harder,,see the Appendix, paragraph 9.

7Fam- 6-gnirenlenc_e, I will refer to the article from which I

take a -illmotation by author within parentheses in the text.

PSor Information on four less significant ways in which the

British paragraphs seem easier, see. the Appendix, paragraph10.

9Dan,I. Slobin, Psycholinguistics

For\esman and Company, 1971) , p..36.

\

(lenview, Illinoia Scott

t



APPENDIX

counted an abbreviation, a numeral, a numeral followed by

a percent sign, a hyphenated. word, an& words .connected by a slant line

as one word. I felt that the way we process these resembles the way

we process a single word more closely than it tines the way we process

two or:more adjacent but separate ,words. When the words within paren-

theses or brackets explained or qualified information in the text, I

counted each of them. Often, hOwever, parenthetical or bracketed

information merely referred to/ other articles, graphs, or photographs.

When that was the case, I did. net_count them. We cannot discount such

'constrtctions as factors of complexity,.hoWever. In, fact, one of my

readers commented that bracketed and parenthetical references, most of

which were in the samples from The American Journal` of Medicine, seemed

to slow him down.

Z. Five of the non-medical readers hakre an A. B.; two have an M.
.

_one 1..8 a fourth-yeargraduate, student, and one is a lawyer,

3: Four of :the medical readers.arel..thir,d-year nursing students, one

Is a R..N., one is a first -year Medical stu&ent, .and four are instructors

of nursing at North Park' All of the instructors' have an M. S.-
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in iedical-stirgical nursing, some have extensive credit beyond the

and one has/her Pt, 'D-
,

4. .I showed the question sheet to four non-medical and fdve medical_

readers ,before they read the sets. ` showed it to three nod-medical

add three medical readers after they read the sets. I asked two non-

medical and wo medical.. .readers to write Comments..
.

t
.

. ,, . ,
...,

..

5, Of the five readers who faorecrthe American set, two were
:\

.Medical readers. who saw the question sheet before reading, two were non--
,

... ,-

, . ,
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medical.readers.who saw the sheet after reading, land ane was a non-

medical reader who expressed his view in a comment. Of the 14 who

favored, the British, four no-medical readers and three medical readers

sax/ the sheet before reading, one non-medical reader and three medical

, readers saw the sheet after reading, and one non-medical reader and two

medical readers commented in favor of the British. Six of the 14 read

the British paragraphs first; eight read them second.

6. The British set has 19 sentences; their average length is 25.64

words. The American set also has 39 sentences; their average is 25.33.

The British set has ten sentences 20-25 words long, six sentences 26-29

words long, five sentences 30-19 words long, and six sentences with morel.

than 40 words. The American hac 11 sentences 20-25 words long, four

sentences 26-29 words long; jive sentences 30 -3.9 words long, and'five

sentences with more than 40 words. The British set has 73 clauses, for
Ir

an'average,of 1.87 clauses per sentence The American set is identicall.,

The British set hag seven sentences with three clauses, three with fanr.

/7

clauses,. grid none with five: clauses. -.The American has sentenceS-withfive

three flanses, th'r'ee with four clauses, and one, with 'five elauCes.
. ,

T. .Tthe average'umber of words between the main-word of the subject

and the main word of, the verb in main clauses is 5.7 for the. British and

51.1!for_the.American. In both::sete writers introduce.Eanother,
1

verb-object group between :a subject and lta.yerb,in any-type ofpaluse
,

four times In bOth, subjectthe grammatical subjec is not 'the agent fou/r times.
,

.

In the Brit -ish the pronoun Subject carries this large semantic,,load five

times; in the .American '`C.r.ries it Six. times, In the BritiSh.the
, c

':maln words .of .the tomplementsare-post-Modified with.18 string's,. each

.
.

averaging.5.9words In the AMenican they'are.postmodified with 22

strings, :,eao-h averaging 6.32 words.
; .

writerOof both the _British:and t Wmericaniparagraphs
I.

-b.



short bits of metadiscourse to show a Connection or attitude eight times.

The writers of the British use longer units of metadiscourse to comment

on the primary 'discourse seven times; the average length'of these is 5.14

'words: The writers of the American use such units six times; their

average length is 5..67 words. In the British set, the topics coincide

with the subjects of main clauses 39 times and with the subjects of noun

clauses 12 times. In the American set, the topics coincide with the

main-clause subjects 45 times and with the noun-clause subjects five

time's. 57% of the British stresses include A verb plus PN, verb plus

PA, or verb' plus DO; 60% of the'American stresses include one of these

constructions.
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9. I think that' constructions in. which a verb is followed by an

infinitive with anuunderliing agent different from the verb's are harder

to process than constructions in which a verb is followed by an infinitive

with an underlying agent identical to the verb's% For example, I think

- .

A

"I wanted to go" would be iess.aiff<euIt than "The test took timeto.
_ . .

coMplete..'' Of coursei the difference in agehts is not all that is

involved here.. Jhe.British set has five such constructions; the

American has three. ,Second, in the British. set subjects and -verbs in

adverbial clauses are separated twice, once by a string of nine words

and once by a.Strirrig--elghtLWords. In the American set, this happens

only once, witha string only tlhree words long. ThirdT-it-is-probable-

that numericalflgures (SuCh'as'.240 mg/day) and -abbreviations (Such

as SHR's) SloW -readers down. The BritishA3atagraphs have: 11 different.
a

numerical figures while the American have only three figures and three
. .

abbreviations. Fourth, inboth:sets the subject in any kind of clause

s. sometimes modified! With:a .prepositional phrase with a nominalization



as its object. We therefore have to wait and must process a/nom/inal-
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ization in-order to learn the meaning of an important. constituent of
/

clauses. In the British paragraphs this happens 13 times; the. phrases

average. 4.07 words.in length. In the 'American paragraphs, it happens

seven times;ithe phrases average 2.86 words in length.

10. We know that clauses with negatived verbs are harder, than those

. Without neratived verbs... Six of the British verbs are negatived. Eight

of. the American verbs are negatived; four .of these .occur in one paragraph.

Second, we cannot use some verbs, such as found and included, in the

voiceactive voice without a direct object. Since these verbs signal the type

of complement that will follow them, they_ should make the clause they

appear in easier. The British clauses have 26 of these, and the

American have 21. Third, relative clauses with relative prOnouna that

are'separated.from their noun antecedent,. be difficult to procesa.

'They' force us to search for their, grammatical source the British. .

set there is only one such clause; there is only a three-word..:separation

('-between the relative prohoun.and its antecedent In the American set

there are five such clauses; '- 'there is an average, of 10.4 words'between

the relative pronouns and their amtec 'dents. Finally; if we look at

the numbers of different kinds-Of su ordinate claUgeg, we see that ,the.

British paragraphs are probably easier in another way. The British

set includes 13.noun clauses,'
.

six djective clauses, and: eight adyerbial

'clauses. The:-American.setcinclu,/s. five noun clauses, ;eight adjective
_

-clauses, and-13 adyerbial,r,,olausis. .obviously, the main differences are

in the numbers of noun and-adverbial clauses. Nine of the'13 British

noUn:clausesate use-d:a direct.objecta or.,, predicate nouns of. main.

clauses; four of the fiveAmerican.moum cladses are used 'as &irect/
,



objects or predicate nouns. If I had to 'choose between adverbial

23°

clauses and noun clauses Mostlylused as constituents of main clauses

to make up a number of clauses in a passage (the total for the' two

kinds for the British. is 21; the total for the American. is 18), I

would pick noun clauses if I wanted the passage to be easier. It is

probably-easier to process a subject-verb-object group when it is a

constituent of another_suhject7verb-object,,group than when it qualifies

[

such a group.

21,
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